1986 325es

Click on thumbnails below for larger PICs. I decided to help my brother bring this BMW back to
life help meaning most of the work. Before Pics: PA Seller took these prior to auction listing I
snapped a few before pics as I was replacing things too -. In the time period he owned the car
and since I had helped him make it his, he had had the AC recharged with dye to find a leak but
not identified the source or replaced the seals and had the head rebuilt when the headgasket
was replaced to correct a leak. Since I decided to keep my Scirocco that my daughter learned to
drive in I decided this would be her car as soon as she found a job and got her drivers license.
The first thing I did was rip out the black carpet over the factory carpet and remove the eBay
seats and replace them with the OE Sport seats. The original carpet was scrubbed with and
vacuumed and came out pretty clean, I forgot we had to cut the carpet at the sill plates to make
room for the "over" carpet so I will have to figure out a way to repair that OR buy some used OE
carpet later. I also fixed the glove box it was hitting the speaker in the kick panel using a Dremel
and a sander to make it more accomodating. The immediate concern to address was the
sagging exhaust, I corrected this short term by using some baling wire to support it where the
hangers had rusted off. I knew this car from PA would have some rust and started by liberally
soaking everything down with PB Blaster. Having a helper is not required but speeds things up,
they can hold one end while you work on the other to get it bolted up. I found that attaching the
rubber donuts to the car first, then the rubber donuts to the top mount worked well. I loosely put
one bolt in the flange joint, and then loosely installed the muffler in the rear mounts. After
installing and tightening the flange joint bolts, I checked the alignment in the back and
tightened those mount bolts until the clamps were bottomed out. With filter change, about 4.
There is a good write-up on the oil change process at Pelican Parts. I used some tweezers as
my reset tool, inserted in the correct pins on the service connector and had my daughter turn
the key to on not start the car and count to 4 or 5 while watching for the service lights to come
on- any longer and the service indicator is reset as well. To get the OBC light and socket
assembly out, a small socket was press fit tightly over the light socket and used to remove it.
Since the light and socket are an assembly, I decided to use a pick to break the bulb out of the
socket. We now have all lights functional again Now back to fluids, specifically the transmission
and rear differential. To start the car was driven for minutes to get everything warmed up, to me
this equals better draining with more particulate suspended in the fluid. I use the crossmembers
to jack up either end and then place jack stands under the appropriately reinforced areas- see
picture HERE from one of the forum members. The transmission in our es was a green label
model, according to the Amsoil site there was no recommendation for this label type and the
Royal Purple site recommended their 75w90 MaxGear. I knew the transmission held 1. This
transmission had the pipe thread external 17mm HEX bolts so no replacements or new crush
washers were required. The drain bolt is the one with the magnetic center. I have a hand pump
for my Amsoil fluids but Royal Purple has to be different with their bottle type, so I ended up
using a spare empty Amsoil tranmission fluid container with the Royal Purple fluid and pump.
When the fluid starts to run back out of the fill hole the transmission is full and can be buttoned
back up. The differential holds 1. The differential had internal 10mm HEX bolts with crush
washers, these should be replaced. Again, I ended up using a spare empty Amsoil tranmission
fluid container with the Royal Purple fluid and hand pump. When the fluid starts to run back out
of the fill hole the differential is full and the bolts can be torqued to 41 ft-lbs. Taking the car out
for a test drive, the transmission shifted a little smoother and less notchy than before and I
noticed no chattering from the rear differential which seems to suggest the RP fluid contains
enough friction modifier for this application. The transmission fluid looked to have been
recently changed, the rear differential fluid not so recently. I have always upgraded my
European cars with European headlight assemblies for this reason- a better, more usable and
focused beam pattern with less glare to oncoming drivers. They had a good selection and great
prices, these are the guys a lot of the forum users order from. The headlight grills on either side
have to be removed for installation, three clips on top and two screws on the bottom. Three
screws are removed from the headlight retainer rings and the headlight can be unplugged for
removal. The Hella H4 assemblies can then be installed, be sure not to touch the H4 bulbs while
installing them in the headlights, gloves can be used. Installation is reverse of removal. MUCH
better, I can see now. I usually install headlight protective film as soon as I install new
headlights but decided this time to wait The 40 mil is thick but these headlights are flat, I cut the
6" x 12" piece in half and applied one half to each lens. After misting water on the LaminX, I
squeegeed the film down working my way from the center out several times until no bubbles
were present. Hopefully this will be the last headlight replacement for a while With older cars,
you can always count on the occasional surprise. Today I found the plastic battery cover
holding a small puddle of water. It did not appear to be coming from the trunk seal, but after
looking around carefully I found that the tail light gasket was allowing a SMALL trickle of water

in on the passenger side and the driver side was starting to weep a bit too- leaking tail lights.
The tail light gaskets are not expensive but would have to be ordered, as a short term maybe
long term? Once they are out of the way you can access the screws holding the tail light to the
car, the two outboard screws work with a metal clamp that is loose after the screws are
removed. The electrical connector can be removed by pushing the release clip in and sliding the
plug out. Once the tail lights are carefully removed, the area where the gasket resides can be
wiped clean with a towel. Next the weather stripping is applied around the perimeter, I used
weatherstripping that compressed to almost nothing and had light adhesive on one side- so
light that I kept having to push it down until the tail light was reinstalled on top of it. I tried to
apply the weatherstripping so that it would allow water to flow out and not puddle up, I also
placed the joining seam at the bottom center of the opening. When reinstalling be sure to hand
tighten the screws, I found some of these to be a little loose when i was removing them. This fix
has worked so well, I don't see any reason to order the OE gaskets at this point. I quickly pulled
over and the coolant level was My guess was the coolant level sensor in the radiator expansion
tank had gone bad. It initially would only light up after it got warm but eventually lit up as soon
as the car was turned on. The central locking system had not worked since my brother
purchased the car. I found a few suggestions on the internet as possible problems. One,
detailed HERE , explains how a power wire for the cental locking relay runs into the door to an
optional lock heater which is rare to be found installed and then back to the relay. I decided to
fix this even if it was not the problem, picture with details below shows how the wire is cut to
the door and to the relay and spliced together to eliminate any complications. The second fix,
detailed HERE , showed how the central locking module can fail by one of the pieces becoming
unsoldered- this was definitely my issue. After a few minutes with a soldering gun all was well.
To access the cental locking module, the left side speaker and kick plate have to be removed.
Two screws under the speaker hold the central lock module in, after these are removed the
module assembly can be pulled up and out- somewhat difficult due to the wiring harness. Once
removed there are two screws that hold the relay and module to the mounting bracket, they are
removed to access the central lock module- Note how this is assembled so that you can
reassemble the same way. The central locking module can be removed from the casing by
unplugging the wiring harness, using a small flat blade screwdriver to remove the plastic end
cap side opposite plug , and sliding the circuit board out of the case. While disassembling the
door panel for the above lock rebuild, the interior door handle that opens the door disintegrated.
I also found several of the door panel clips missing or broken. Pelican Parts to the rescue again,
they source several remanufactured parts cheaper than the dealer. I ordered a new interior door
handle, door handle trim, and some new door clips. My temporary door handle was some rope, I
thought it slightly resembled the door pulls in the Porsche Club Sport If you rolled the window
down to remove the door panel, you want to have it rolled up to install the new door handle- you
will need the space to maneuver the door handle on to the release rod and into place behind the
door for mounting. The old clips on the old door handle are removed and installed on the new
door handle. The door handle can be pulled to hold it in place until the two screws are started, I
used the rings the screws had left in the paint prior to line things up while tightening. Broken
and missing door panel clips were replaced prior to installation. Volunteer drivers co-pilot the
kids through some road courses setup to present some real world situations they can get into
while driving and show them how to maintain control of the car. You can see that my daughter
was super thrilled to get up early on a Saturday to go do this but she really did have a great time
while learning some things about car control- BIG THANKS to the volunteer instructors and
other volunteers from the chapter for staffing this event. New Struts and Strut Mounts InstalledThis is one that could have waited, but was necessitated by my daughter trying to drive her E30
over a curb. Strut replacement involves removing the strut assembly after: disconnecting the tie
rod 17mm socket and a-arm 19mm socket , removing the speed sensor and brake sensor wiring,
removing the speed sensor 5mm HEX , and removing the brake caliper with carrier 19mm
socket and supporting. Once these are all removed the 3 nuts on the strut tower are removed
while holding the strut assembly 10mm socket. Once removed a spring compressor is used to
compress the spring and an air impact wrench 19mm socket is used to remove the nut at the
top of the strut. There is a type of spanner wrench that is used to remove the strut retaining nut
but I found a pipe wrench works well and precludes buying another "special tool". The old strut
is removed and the new strut is installed. The only issue I ran into was the tie rod and a-arm ball
joint separation from the strut assembly. I ended up using PB Blaster, heating around each hole
with a propane torch careful not to heat the ball joint bolts or boots, and using a hammer to free
the ball joint We also found a surprise on the good side of the car, a broken spring. The air
wrench came in handy when reinstalling the balljoint bolts after they were tightened as much as
they could be with a ratchet. Other than replacing above I also had to reattach the lower front

airdam to the bumper, fortunately it had already been damaged by the prior owner so it really
couldn't get much worse. The plastic in these latches fails over time, and the hook in the release
mechanism had broken on mine. By carefully breaking the handle off don't want to damage the
glove box I was able to access the release mechanism with a flat head screwdriver and open the
box to remove the broken piece and replace- two phillips head screws. If the screws are too
tight the latch will not work smoothly and may require some fine tuning. What is that smell? I
found the fuel injector hose leaking in a few places, mainly at the 3 way split that feeds the fuel
rail. At first look it appeared to be a leaking injector closest to the firewall but was leaking at the
three way split and running down the hose and down the injector to make it look that way. Not a
small leak by any means, more like a pour my daughter swears it just started smelling? Also a
good time to get fuel injection hose clamps if yours have been replaced at some point with the
worm style, the worm clamps are not smooth like the fuel injection hose clamps and bite into
the hose. The center badge was removed from the OE wheel using a small flat blade screwdriver
to pry out. This allows access to the steering wheel nut that is removed with a 22mm socket and
breaker bar. At this point it should be easy to free with a few good pulls. Once removed the
Momo hub can be installed first torque the nut to spec and then the horn ring is placed in
position to bolt the wheel to the hub using the supplied HEX head screws- you may also find it
easier to plug in the horn at this point and feed the button through the steering wheel hole.
Noise precluded driveshaft removal and new center support bearing and guibo at a minimum.
While the driveshaft is out it is also a great time to replace the rear transmission seals and
shifter if you are so inclined. Elring seals and Febi guibo all sourced from Pelican Parts. You
may also want to source new lock nuts, they are compression locking so I reused mine as some
others have. As it turned out, the u-joints were shot video HERE so a rebuilt driveshaft was
sourced from Wholesale Import Parts based on positive feedback from forum members- I had
the same great experience. There are many E30 driveshaft DIY guides on the web, in addition to
the Bentley manual, so I won't try and reinvent the wheel but will provide some supplemental
pics and provide some input to the process. One thing I did not do was remove the section 1
exhaust, the manifold to the cat was left intact but was allowed to drop. After dropping the
driveshaft I could really see how bad the center support was, rubber was OK but the support
surrounding the rubber was broken. The guibo was OK but I could see where it was starting to
get old and develop cracks. IF you plan to remove the flange and replace the seal as I did, you
will need a propane torch to heat the bolt and an impact wrench with 30mm deep socket to
remove the nut- this particular job emphasizes how GREAT air tools are. Prior to removing the
nut the locking ring will need to be pulled out, it is just press fit and easily removed with a small
screwdriver or pick. Once the nut is removed you may have to pull pretty hard on the flange to
get it off due to the sealer used on the splines. After removing the flange I noticed that the
rubber around the vibration damper was starting to show some age as it was cracked and soft
in places- so I removed it by hammering out the studs. Be sure to use nuts on the studs when
hammering so that the threads do not get deformed. PB Blaster helps when used around where
the studs are press fit through the damper. After the studs are removed the damper and flange
are separated and the studs are pressed or hammered back into the flange. Be careful not to
damage the soft transmission case during removal. I used deep sockets the same OD as the
seals to drive the new seals into place using a small hammer- Not deep but flush with the case
surface. The Hylomar flange sealant was used to lightly coat the flange splines and bearing
contact surface, the LocTite was used on the flange nut threads and base. These items were
both found at the local McParts stores. I again used the impact wrench on the flange nut, this
time to reinstall. Not as exact as a torque wrench but I did not have the tool to hold the flange
while tightening the nut. Driveshaft was reinstalled the same as it was removed. I installed the
guibo before reinstalling- the arrows at each hole should point towards the flange that bolt is
for. After this step don't forget to tighten the driveshaft clamp nut. While the drivershaft was
down and out, it was a great time to replace the transmission mounts. Mine were covered in
trans fluid that had been leaking and I had some leftover UUC black mounts with enforcer cups
from my Z4M so it was a no-brainer for me to go ahead and do this. This shifter felt great initially
but developed some serious slop. The entire shifter carrier was removed and I installed the
harder urethane front bushings after removing the OE rubber bushing and also filled in the rear
bushing voids with some E to make it a little stiffer but still have some flexibility. The selector
rod seal was also replaced while everything was out and easy to get to. After reassembling
everything there was still some play in the shifter, all because of the gearshift selector rod joint
the joint that has a single pin connecting the shift selector rod to the transmission input rod.
After replacing this joint there is zero slop. I had a Momo Race leather shift knob from an old car
that I installed to complete the Momo and leather theme. Always something to do on an older
car- I get a call when I'm out of town that my daughter's car has died while enroute to school

and will not start, feels like a dead battery she says. Call road service and get it towed home
until I can troubleshoot. Battery was replaced recently before we bought the car so my first
thought is alternator, specifically the voltage regulator. I get home and remove the voltage
regulator to find the brushes well below spec, I'm surprised there were no early warning signs.
Old voltage regulator was pulled out after removing two screws, probably a good idea to
disconnect the ground terminal at the battery first just in case. The new regulator was a little
harder to install with the longer brushes and spring tension, to make it easier to use both hands
the air intake and plumbing could be removed for access. I start the car and using a volt meter
at the battery and a helper, turn the small adjustment screw if needed to see After some quick
Google review, it seems that the plastic gears get brittle over time and need to be replaced. I
used the guide HERE to remove the instrument cluster and disassemble. I also used the
opportunity to polish up the lens cover for the cluster using 3M Finesse and some wax before
reinstalling. The E3 gear was the next to go a few weeks later ours was the 14 tooth. Buy the set
and only take the dash apart once. Having never really known when the last timing belt change
occurred, we felt like we were living on borrowed time. I also decided to replace all of the
coolant hoses. I did not do any of the seals- they were not leaking OR not leaking bad so I
decided against it, we were pressed for time. This job is not tough but IS time consuming, a lot
of disassembly is involved to get to the timing belt and water pump. Images are general in
nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. It had over a half dozen different four or
six-cylinder engines, including a diesel, and models ranged from the humble hp to the mighty
mph M3 Sport Evo. The number of E30 models can be daunting, but one universal characteristic
is a balanced chassis and sharp, predictable handling thanks to MacPherson struts up front and
the semi-trailing arm rear suspension. The tradition of bad behavior at the back end of a BMW
has been allowed to lapse. Daily driving a sorted one is perfectly feasible. The E30 underwent
dozens of changes throughout its production run and the car varied from market to market, but
one major change came in with new bumpers and other styling tweaks as well as a change from
the M10 four-cylinder engine to the improved M40 and the introduction of the wagon body style.
For example, a i was a BMW 3-Series with a 1. Transmissions for E30 models, meanwhile,
included Getrag 4- or 5-speed boxes as well as ZF automatics. For all Hagerty Insurance clients:
The values shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed
value s on your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the
value displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy,
please call us at Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are general in nature and may not reflect
the specific vehicle selected. The ES, like its more powerful IS sibling, featured a number of
performance and cosmetic upgrades. A limited-slip differential was standard, along with firmer
shocks and springs. The body received the generous front air dam seen in the top photo, along
with a subdued rear lip spoiler. The interior benefitted from thickly-bolstered leather sport seats,
the upgraded Premium Sound stereo package and more. This one retains all of those features
and the paint shines nicely. The seller notes it has lived under a car cover and the paint remains
original. While most enthusiasts will tell you to hold out for a is, the es features a torque-rich
motor that responds very well to a stroker build. It makes a wicked noise, too. Worth a watch
with no reserve. This sure is a red beauty. I know nothing about BMWs and how durable their
manual transmissions are. On this car, I would be concerned about 5th gear synchronizer wear
with so many highway driven miles. With the torque of the 2. Most of the ESs I saw were 4
doors, but the 2 door looks better. This is a nice one. Don't post your car for sale in the
comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without
commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later.
Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Jeff Lavery. More: BMW. Like This? Get Our Daily
Email. Comments Miguel. This is not the type of car I think of when I think of Montana. Todd
Zuercher. This must be the nicest ES in existence. Cuda Dave. Stalled Project: Chevrolet Bel Air.
Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe
anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks,
maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Something that is heard quite a lot lately in the classic
car community is that all the good deals are gone. Sadly, the days are over for buying those
icons of the s for that little money. It does not matter if there is ever a market correction, the
cheap old days for those cars and others of that era are over. But all is not lost as there is
another era that has up until recently been largely ignored, and that era is the s. That was a time
when many landmark cars were created, and they now just are being noticed by collectors. One
such example is the BMW E30 3-series. The well-equipped interior looks to be a good condition.
The E30 3-series was possibly the most important car ever for the BMW brand. Sure, the M1 was
amazing as was the long-ago The 3-series is still the most important car for BMW, largely
because they have sold more of them than any other model. That is all nice history, but the best

part about the E30 3-series BMW is that it is currently very affordable. The ES is the sporting
model of the e with an uprated sports suspension, a great front spoiler and an interior featuring
Recaro sport seats. The inline-6 is known for its long-lived durability. This example, located in
Hailey, Idaho, looks to be in amazing condition with nice paint, an excellent interior and the
dealer says in the ClassicCars. The mileage may sound high at just over , miles, but those who
know the E30 cars will tell you they can easily double that mileage. This car is loaded with every
available option including a 5-speed manual transmission, power everything, sunroof and
leather. The lesson here that there are still plenty of great deals out there. You just have to move
forward a few eras. However, I am old enough to remember when the E30 was being sold new.
In those days, the general consensus about the ES which was not only applied to the 3 Series
was that it was a performance dud â€” having been designed for economy and emissions
compliance. The iS was touted as the one to buy. Used car guides published in my country
Australia usually advise against buying the ES to avoid an inevitable disappointment. Thanks
Mike and Max. I know Mike that they are not the fastest thing out there but they did get the
suspension from the IS and they are also a lot cheaper than the IS in comparable condition. I
like this car because it looked to be such a great value in a nice BMW, slow maybe but also
remember that the ES also has the ability to get as much as 32 MPG and is still a great handling
car with terrific build quality. All that made it a good pick for me. Thanks again for the
comments! What is puzzling, is that everything but the front spoiler is authentic on the version
pictured. Its red with natural leather interior and a new top. I know it is a year later but that
spoiler is the correct one for an ES,the IS had two more lower cooling ducts added. Sign in. Log
into your account. Password recovery. Pick of the Day. By Andy Reid. July 9, The BMW ES
features a deep and dramatic front spoiler Something that is heard quite a lot lately in the
classic car community is that all the good deals are gone. The well-equipped interior looks to be
a good condition The E30 3-series was possibly the most important car ever for the BMW brand.
The inline-6 is known for its long-lived durability This example, located in Hailey, Idaho, looks to
be in amazing condition with nice paint, an excellent interior and the dealer says in the
ClassicCars. Andy Reid Andy Reid's first car, purchased at age 15, was a Fiat coupe. Since
then, he has owned more than carsâ€”none of them normal or reasonableâ€”as well as
numerous classic motorcycles and scooters. A veteran of film, television, advertising and
helping to launch a few Internet-based companies, Reid was a columnist for Classic
Motorsports magazine for 12 years and has written for several other publications. He is
considered an expert in European sports and luxury cars and is a respected concours judge. He
lives in Canton, Connecticut. Thanks for the great write up Andy! Whats a i bmw roadster
convertable worth? Recent Posts. Gooding hits another percent auction of Phil Hill mementos
February 23, All rights reserved. Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in. Forgot
password or user name? Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of 1. Filtered by:. Previous template
Next. Hi guys, I just purchased my second e This car is in over all decent shape. Purchased
from original owner, and he had it at a shop which doesn't specialize in euro cars by any means.
They couldn't figure out what's wrong so he sold it. Here I am with the car, it starts and revs
freely but sitting at idle it just goes up to approx. The check light flashes for coolant which I've
added and replaced a rotten line in the process. Both are clean and seemingly functional. I've
checked for air leaks with most vacuum lines being newer I have not found any. Any
suggestions on what tests to perform from here? Tags: None. This may sound silly, but With
engine running, tighten down on the hose clamp. If the engine starts idling normally, you have a
bad ICV. Saw a guy do this on a e and he just left the clamp there and the car idles like a champ.
He could losen the clamp and the idle would go up or tighten and the idle would go down. Worth
a shot! Last edited by CrashandBurn ; , AM. Comment Post Cancel. I had a simmilar issue with
my M20b25 that would not idle. In your case it could be the ICM idle control Modual green box i
think beside the ecu? Originally posted by SteveO View Post. Heres a video of me driving and
putting in the clutch. But once it is past that and above ish rpm it seems to drive fine and the
throttle works as normal untill the rpms are brought below and i assume the ICV opens up to
bring the revs back up. If i let it do its own thing in a parking lot with the clutch out in first gear it
will drive up to rpm and coast back down to then back up to and repeat. I tested the resistance
values on the ICV valve and they are within spec. I pulled it out to give it a clean as it was really
dirty but it did not make any difference after i cleaned it. I swapped out an new air intake boot as
it had a small crack in one of the bends but did not make a difference. Cleaned the throttle body
I've looked for cracks that might cause vacuum leaks and sprayed carb cleaner around but did
not find anything. I also pulled the dipstick and the oil cap to force an intake leak but the idle did
not change at all. I'm thinking there must be a huge hole somewhere?? Tested the coolant temp
sensor at the resistance values at cold come in at ohms I think I'm at a loss as what to look for
next. But the way the idle is acting it has me thinking that its the idle control valve opening and

closing to make the rpms jump up and down regularly like that. Any suggestions as to what
could be causing this? Originally posted by Wuffer View Post. On E31 s I have seen surging
issues caused by failed Fuel Pressure Regulators and mass airflow sensors. Not E30 familiar
but worth checking maybe. Originally posted by sparky82 View Post. This is what my car does if
I disconnect my maf plug. Airflow meter plug in your case Also check to make sure your idle air
controller is working. It should hum with the ignition turned on. Other than that I would think a
small vac leak could be the problem. Try tightening all the hose clamps, the slightest leak can
cause problems like this. Well today I pulled off the vacuum line to the Fuel Pressure Regulator
and it changed nothing at idle. So I assume that its either broken or i have no vacuum in the
entire intake system at all. I have a new one on order and will be here on Tuesday and ill swap it
out. Ill try and look harder for more intake leaks but lets hope its just the regulator. Can't hurt to
have a spare either. If I had a humoungous vacuum leak would it even be able to run at all?
Could it be like the brake booster? My brakes seem to work fine. Questions Ill probably find out
the answer to tomorrow. I pulled the connector to the afm off just to see how it ran and it
definately did not like that at all. Stalled out pretty quick unless I gave it some gas. The idle
control valve seems to be working and the motor [on the ICV] brings it to a certian [very open]
spot when I had it not connected to the intake boot. Originally posted by redhatpat View Post. It
sounds like a vacuum leak. Check all the vac hoses, and don't forget to check the hose at the
bottom of the throttle body, its hard to see. I had a similar issue on my 90 i and I finally found
that hose down there, the hose clamp on it was loose causing a very intermittent idle issue, but
it ran fine off idle. Just had it smoke tested by a shop and there was no vacuum leaks anywhere
except for a super small leak where the throttle body valve shaft pivots on the throttle body.
Run the system "open loop" by pulling the electrical connector from the ICV. The RPM's should
climb to about , and then oscillate back and forth between about rpm. Then it restores fuel flow,
and the cycle begins again. When I unplug my ICV it the car dies immedi
1987 toyota van
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ately and makes a weird clicking noise and will not start at all. My car does basically the above
described example this when the idle control valve it is plugged in. Im beginning to lean
towards it being the idle control valve. Not exactly the cheapest part to check and see if its
working. Well thank the fuckin beaver. Have to see this weekend if its actually the idle contol
valve that is malfunctioning when I swap it out with bluebeamer's. But this is a nice temporary
fix. Well, met up with Carson, bluebeamer, and we tested out a couple Idle Control Valves but
did not make any difference. So then we tried swapping out an ecu that he had at it fixed the
idle. So now I will be looking for a fully working or ecu. If anyone has an extra I will gladly buy
it!! Ill be traveling though Vancouver around the 18th of December and be on the Island after
that. If no one has one i'll try Bimmer parts in Duncan too. Just glad to have figured out the
problem. All rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel.

